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SYNC
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®

SCORING

Brunswick’s Sync scoring
and management
system provides the
ultimate in user-friendly
operation and terrific
games for your guests,
along with industryleading marketing
and administrative
support for you.

STRINGPIN
PINSETTER

™

Brunswick’s StringPin
pinsetter is lightweight,
compact, and durable,
making it ideal for even
the busiest venues.
StringPin offers reduced
maintenance and energy
costs and requires fewer
parts and adjustments
compared to traditional
pinsetters. The system
auto-detects any tangles
and automatically
rights the pins.
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MASKING UNITS

CEN T ER S TAGE
FURNITURE

Brunswick’s wire mesh and
plexi masking units offer
a view of pinsetter action,
and feature illuminated
lane numbers, green and
red “bowl/don’t bowl”
lights, pin deck lighting and
optional accent lighting,
all contributing to Duckpin
Social’s fun, modern vibe.
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Make the most of your
revenue-boosting
bowling boutique with
Center Stage furniture.
It’s fully customizable,
specifically designed to be
comfortable for socializing,
and durable enough to
withstand the high-use
demands of bowling.
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SYNTHETIC LANES
Duckpin Social can be
installed in as little as
31'. Brunswick's synthetic
Prolane comes in a rich
wood finish. The Colorfull
line includes a wide
variety of wood grain
options and almost any
color in the spectrum.
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DUCKPIN
SOCIAL

ENTERTAIN YOUR GUESTS WITH
A BRAND-NEW AMENITY.
As the leader in bowling for more than 125 years, we at Brunswick

EASY TO OPER ATE AND MAINTAIN

challenged ourselves to rethink our beloved game to make it even

For owners, Duckpin Social’s small footprint maximizes revenue per square

more accessible. Introducing Duckpin Social™, the brand-new amenity

foot. Minimal lane and pinsetter maintenance requirements result in cost

that delivers all the advantages of bowling in far less space, making

savings for the center. Duckpin Social’s lanes can be installed in as little as 31

it ideal for social clubs, bars, restaurants, resorts, and hotels.

feet, compared to standard bowling lanes, which require a minimum of 87 feet,

Duckpin Social is our new take on Duckpin Bowling, a ten-pin game popular
throughout Canada and the Northeastern United States for more than a
century. Duckpin Social bowlers use a 5"size ball without finger holes, and
each player is allowed up to three rolls per frame. Like bowling, Duckpin Social
appeals to young and old, drives food and beverage sales, keeps guests on
the property longer, encourages repeat visits, and builds guest loyalty.

making Duckpin Social a great option for venues where space is at a premium.
APPROACHABLE AND ENGAGING
For guests, Duckpin Social delivers all the fun of bowling while keeping it
simple. There’s no need to rent shoes or search the center for the right-size
ball. Duckpin Social provides a unique experience to share with family and
friends, and is versatile enough to be challenging for adults and fun for kids.

DUCKPIN SOCIAL
Duckpin Social can be installed in as little as 31'-1-3/8" [9483 mm] x 11' 6" [3505 mm] and a height of 8'-3-5/8" [2531 mm]. Each lane pair occupies 352.5 sq. ft. [32.8 sq. m].

